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The Daily Guardian
Cadavers find home at WSU
BY LORA LEWIS
Guardian Staff Writer

WSU'a Rockafleld O m f l t r t trill MOB b« receiving cadaver* from
WSU'a expanding schools of medicine and mining. The origin• of
the cemetery date back to am and 1820, but few itndenU, aalde from
an occaakmal nature lover, atamble on the gravealtea.
Guardian photo b j Steve King

New handbook offers
tips for tenants
is obligated to the tenant, as well
as information on how to break a
lease, housing codes, and oral vs.
written' leases.
"Tenants Anyone?"
The 23-page handbook, said
No, that isn't an invitation to Lynch, was compiled from a
participate in a popular sport, but number of other publications on
the title of a new handbook the subject, notably a guidebook
furnished through the Ombuds- entitled "Don't Make a Move
man and Student Caucusto help Without This Book." from the
students win in the unpopular University of Missouri.
games of "beat the landiott1,,"
"We borrowed a lot from
"keep that deposit." and ' avoid 'Don't Make a Move . .
those housing hassles."
Lynch noted. The University of
"THE INFORMATION (in the Missouri publication included a
handbook) is very, very basic." notice allowing other publications
said Ombusdman Jane Lynch. A to use its material freely.
note of caution in the front warns
ANOTHER
PUBLICATION
students that the book "in not USED WAS "Landlord-Tenant
intended to replace legal council" and the Ohio Law", from the
nor is any "guarantee . . . (to) be Legal Aid Society of Dayton, and
inferred with regard to accuracy various Montgomery and Greene
or timeliness of any material con- Count? agencies.
tained" within it.
The first run of the book, 1000
Lynch said the handbook is copies for $1000. was jointly paid
valuable in aiding students seek- for by the 1977-78 Ombudsman's
ing off-campus living quarters, office and Student Caucus.
largely by providing hints about
The Ombudsman planned the
what to look for in «n apartment, book early winter quarter of last
and how to determine what living year, and after using a Caucus
accomodations would best suit researcher to compile informatheir needs and financial capabili- tion. sent the wotk to Domicone
ties.
Printers in Fairbom in early June.
"I'd like to see it expanded."
ILLUSTRATIONS used in the
she said, "to allow for informa- handbook were done by Pat
tion on other areas like basic meal Wagoner, a student in the camplans, tips on inexpensive grocery pus printing department, with
shopping, and how to avoid room- three ilustrations from "Don't
mate conflicts by designating Make a Move . .
basic housekeeping duties."
The four editors who proof read
ONE VALUABLE feature of the no less than five typeset copies of
first printing, which has been the handbook, wtr.t Lynch, Omavailable for only about two budsman staff members Julie
weeks at the Ombudsman's Robinson and Lotte lark, and
office, is a housing checklist, Margot Romer-Jordan.
which "legally informs the landThe publications title was orilord of problems inherited" from ginally a quip from last year's
pest tenants. The handbook also Caucus Liberal Arts Representaexplains basic ways the landlord tive Steve Stringer.
BY RON WUKESON
Gurrdlan Staff Writer

Not all of Wright State University's population are students or
faculty; some are residents of
Rockafielcl Cemetary.
Named for the Rockafields, a
local landowning family, the plot
is located between the motor-pool
and the library. WSU President
Kegerreis' residence, known as
Rockafield House, stands near
by.
MARTIN Rockafiled, born in
1761. came to this area from
Massachusettes in 1807. At the
time of his death in 1863, he
owned land in Illinois, and a
plantation in Bath Township.
Ow nership of the local property
passed to his wife. Mary. The
land was eventually owned by Joe
Koogler, who sold it to WSU in
l%4. Koogler and other long time
residents once told the Guardian
that they could remember seeing
two men experimenting with flying contraptions. The two were
the Wright brothers, who used

the land to test their glider; and
kites.
Although the cemetery was
founded on Rockafield land,
neighbors and hired help were
also buried there. The cemetery
contains the remains of members
from several local families connected with WSU land. These
include the Bates. Warnec. Casad. and Cost families.
AT ONE TIME there were
approximately 45 graves covering
an area of almost half an acre.
Now. less than 10 of the graves
are discerr.able. Many of the
markers were carried off by area
residents to use as sidewalks or
coffee tables.
In the 1930's. Martins grave
was vandalized by robbers looking for buried valuables. A wellpreserved skeleton was found in a
burlap bag. and the earth had
been recently dug up. Rumors
circulated that the body of a
murder victim might have been
substituted in the grave for
Martin. Police never confirmed
that theorv.

Deserted for years, the cemetery will soon be receiving cadavers from WSU's expanding
schools of medicine and nursing.
LAST SPRING. WSU allocated
funds for the renovation of an
area adjacent to the original
cemetery. With the approval of
the city of Fairborn, the area will
be used to bury the ashes of the
donated bodies.
When the students are finished
with a cadaver, it is cremated.
The relatives ther. have 60 days in
which to collect the remains.
According to Frank Nagy. direc
tor of the Donated Body Program,
most families claim th>. remains
for private disposal.
Unclaimed ashes are waiting in
the Med. School for the prepatation of their future home. A
common marker will be placed at
the site instead of individual
stones. Since most donors wish to
remain anonymous, records will
be kept by WSU, listing the
donors and their burial sites.

WSU seeks new master's program
BY RON RYT)ER
Guardian Special Writer
If approved by the Ohio State
Board of Regents, Wright State
University will have a new program for a master's degree in
humanities some time in the near
future.
"It has passed all the internal
committees here at Wright State:
it just has to go to the state,"
commented Paul G. Merriam.
associate dean of the College of
Liberal Arts. Merriam said the
proposal will "probably go to the
state committee next winter. If
it's approved this winter, the program will probably start next
fall."
THE PROPOSAL for the master's program was approved by
the Wright State Board of Trustees on Sept 13.
Merriam explained that the
program "is geared for a number
of different types of people." He
expects the master's in humanities to attract high school humanities teachers, people who are
seeking a second master's in
another area, and the returning
student. "We've had a number of
inquiries from people who already
have a career." said Merriam.
Merriam noted that the master's in humanities "is a very low
cost program. Our projected cost

for the first year is $17,800, and it
will bring in an income of
$52,280." Though the cost is not
yet known for sure, Merriam feels
the program promises to be
worthwhile economically.
"THE PROGRAM doesn't reuire any new faculty," added
Merriam. He explained that the

program would utilize faculty
members and courses already at
Wright State. The master's program "focuses in the humanities." but would also allow for a
broader range of study.
The proposal for the master's
in humanities is one of the first
such proposals in the state.

Wednesday
weather
Partly cloudy through tomorrow with showers and thundershowers possible. Very warm and humid westher today with highs in the
80's in the north and around 90 in the south. Cooler tonight
with lows in the low to mid 60's. Much cooler tomorrow with highs
in the mid to upper 70's in the north and around 80 in the south.

add/refund date
Today is the last day to add a class or register for fall quarter. Next
Wednesday will be the last day to withdraw fro„i class with an 80
percent refund

rock music
Daily Guardain music reviewer R.L. Metcalf tells us how to find
fame and fortune in the field of rock music lyric writing. See story on
page 7.
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97% working mothers
like their jobs,study shows
By JEANNE LESEM
UPI F«m0y E d k «

NEW YORK (UPI)-A new Nielsen Survey indicates 97 p<Tcent of
working mothers like their jobs:
Even though they do mo*! of
the family's
shopping,
cooking, cleaning, chauffering of
children »nd bill paying;
Even though 62 percent earn
less than 510.000 a year;
And even though half of those
earning under SIP 000 a year hold
service or clerical jobs that,
historically, have mS paid as well
as professional or sales and
managerial positions
Twenty percent of those surveryed had professional jobs; the
remainder were sales-managerial
or blue collar.
Forty percent told polltakers
they work mainly because their
families need the money.
One-fifth said they work to earn
money fot extras for themselves
and tneir families. Only 19 percent said th- y worked mainly for
personal fulfillment.
They feel they have more
demand on their time than men
who work. The survey Figures
confirmed this, although 92 percent said their husbands share
child-raising responsibilities and,
overall, appear to be supportive
of their wives' dual role.
Only IS percent said their
husba'ids helped, compared with
23 peicent who said the children
lent a hond.
Research company executive
John C. Stermer agreed: "The
husband helps only to a minor
degree-with bill paying, chauffering and child rearing."

million of the 40 million women
who work, according to U.S.
Department of Labor figures.
As of Jan. 1 this year bout 9
percent of all American house
holds included a working mother.
Only 65 percent of the mothers
surveyed work full time.
In recent vears. critics and
observers of the family scene
have tended to see disaster at the
dinner table: working women who
hate to cook and who run a short
order kitchen because few members of the family eat together.
Nielsen's figures suggest the
situation isn't that bad.
Nearlv 60 percent of the working mothers surveyed said cooking is a pleasure. More than 8 out
of 10 indicated their families eat
together. The latter was particularly true among younger families
whose children arc not yet at high
school age with heavier social and
school-related schedules.
71 percent said they put nutrition first when planning meals,
well ahead of taste, economy and
because they work; the same convenience.
ratio said their husbands were
Asked to compare specific fast
interested in their work.
foods with the same items cooked
78 percent feel their children at home, about 7 out of 10 rated
are not slighted because they fast-food hamburgers as less
work.
wholesome than the homecooked
And 61 percent said working variety. But 6 out of 10 raked
outside the home makes them fast-food chicken as good as. or
more tolerant of their husbands more wnolesomc than homecooked birds. More than half also
and children.
For survey purposes, a working ranked fast-food pizza and seamother was profiled as a 25 to food as good as. or more whole49-year-old with an outside job, a some lhan homccooked.
husband employed full time and
Yet, nutrition wasn't even on a
living at home and children under list of 11 reasons they gave for
18 years of age and living at patronizing the fast-food establishments. Convenience came
home.
In less than 10 years, the first, named by 39 percent Timenumber of married working mo- saving was second with 25 perthers ii. the U.S. labor force has cent and easier-don't have too
increased from 9.7 million to 12.1 cook came third with 16 percent.

Stermer is senior project director for the A C. Nielsen Co. of
Minneapolis, which conducted
the survey for Kentucky Fried
Chicken. It is ">art of the fast food
company's public service program to sti'dy the chenging role
and needs of American women.
Results were disclosed Wednesday at a news conference and
seminar co-sponsored by the fastfood chain and Ladies Home
Journal magazine.
Fifty-five percent of the women
questioned in the nationwide
study in July said they plan to
continue working until they reach
retirement age. That attitude
appeared highest among women
with higer educational backgrounds.
Other findings:
86 percent feel their working is
good for their children;
84 percent feel they are more
stimulating persons becuase of
the jobs and not bad mothers
because they work;

Y. N

IF YOU LIKE SPORTS,
WRITING AND MONEY-••
Apply in person at the Guardian
Office, 046 University Center.

Mastadon remains
found near Urbana
URBANA. Ohio (UPI) - The Ohio Historical Society has started
digging for remains of a prehistoric mastodon on a farm near
Urbana an,1 officials of the society hope to recover a full skeleton.
The mastodon roamed the area about 16,000 years ago and
became extinct about 8.000 years ago.
"The reason we're digging is that we are fairly sure there is a
whole animal here." said Bill Schultz, head of the Natural History
Department of the Historical Society.
"We already have three bones from three different legs,fiveribs,
one full vertabra and parts of three others." said Schultz. "We've
also found three teeth and parts of the animal's skul!.
• 'The variety of bones and the fact that they come from all parts of
the body lead us to believe the whole skeleton is here," said
Schultz.
The workers are digging by a stream, approximately eight feet
below ground level, in heavy clay. Schultz said the composition of
the clay is what helped preserve the mastodon.
"We know for sure that it is a mastodon and not a mammoth
because of the teeth," said Schultz. "And because there is a whole#
skeleton here, we're fairly positive that it must have died, probably
by drowning and then was quickly covered up by mud."
The remains were first discovered by an excavation worker who
was using a backhoe to channelize the stream.

Judge orders negotiations
in Dayton teachers strike
DAYTON (UP1I - Montgomery County Common Pleas Court Judge
Carl Kessler Tuesday ordered negotiations between the Dayton
school board and the striking Dayton Education Association to
continue under court jurisdiction.
He also ordered negotiations between the board and the
striking Dayton Public Serivce Union 101, representing some 500
non-teaching employees, to continue.
The board met with the DPSU late Tuesday and will negotiate
with the DEA Wednesday morning.
Judge Kessler also issued a gag order on all negotiation
participants.
"We're hopeful we can gei it settled by Friday." he said. "If not,
at least get enough meaningful movement that we'll know how
much longer it will take."
The judge delayed contempt of court hearings for DEA officials,
scheduled Tuesday, and modified his picket limiting order. He now
will allow one picket and one observer at each school building, but
still banned all pickets from the school system's transportation
garage, scene of 36 picket arrests Tuesday morning.
Late Tuesday, the judge released the arrested pickets on their
own recognizance. Hearings will be held later for the 20 Dayton
Public Service Union members and 14 Dayton Education
Association members including its president, Roberta Hunter.

State Patrol ups
COLUMBUS (UPI) - Ohio Highway Patrol troopers will begin
receiving an additional hazard pay supplement effective Friday to
compensate "for dramatically increasing hazards" faced by
troopers.
Highway Patrol superintendent Col. Adam G. Reiss said his
department had compiled a comprehensive study of hazards which
confront troopers in the line of duty.
"In the past four years. 1973 - 1977, assaults have mere than
doubled and injuries increased almost 60 percent," said Reiss. "Of
those officers injured in the past four years, four were critically
wounded and nearly died. Two were injured from gunshot wounds,
one from a bomb explosion and one from the attack of a member of a
fanatical cult.
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New director has plans for Bolinga Center
BY ADRIENNE MCEVOY
Guardian Special Writer
After serving the Black Cultural Resources (Bolinga) Center in
various capacities for the past
eight years, Carolyn Wright has

become director of the Bolinga
Center.
Wright came to WSU as a
freshman in 1969. and was on the
Committee for the Advancement
of Black Unity (CABU), which
helped to create the Center in

1970. She then worked for the
Center in student administrative
positions. Wright eiplained. "A
lot of administrative capabilities
were handled by the students
before a secretary came." In
1973, she became Assistant Di-

jjr.

rectoi of the Bolinga Center, and
was promoted to acting director in
1977. In June of 1978. Wright
became the director of the Centrr.
THE FOUR major purposes of
ihe center are "to promote an
understanding of the culture and
heritage of black Americans, to
make easily accessible a variety of
resource materials which could be
useful in black studies, to encourage research which would
increase knowledge about black
people or aid in the resolution of
problems which have resulted
from racial discrimination, preju
dice, and slavery, and to work on
the advancement of the black creative arts.
Various activities of the Center
include guest lecturers, audiovisual presentations, and workshops. The Center located in 129
Millctt Hall, also has a librarycontaining materials relevant to
black studies. Of the approximately 700 black students on
campus. Wright estimates that

there are about 100 students who
use the Center. The Center is
funded by the University.

Having recently received her
MBA in finance from WSU.
Wright is not sure if she would
like to permanently remain as
director of the Center. She has.
though, some innovative plans for
expanding the responsibilities of
Bolinga Center. She wants to
work with other departments "to
develop more courses that deal
with black history and black culture." She said that she "wants
to establish a committee to create
new courses about black studies." Finally, she hopes to integrate course offerings from other
colleges and universities into a
black studies program.
"BOLINGA" MEANS "love",
and the Center has been a labor of
love for Wright, who said.
"Working in the Center has been
very fulfilling as an experience."

Carolyn Wright, newly appointed director of WSU'a Bolinga
Guardlaf. pfcolo by Steve King

Horizons gets new director; enters first full year
BY KAREN BURROWS
Guardian Special Writer
Or. Carol Phillips has been
named director of the Expanded
Horizons for Women program at
Wright State University.
Dr. Phillips, who has been at
WSU for two years, has been a
psychologist in Counseling Services. This year she will be
working as both a psychologist
and as director for Expanded

Voter
registration
Oct. 7 is the deadline for registration for the fail election, according to the office of Secretary
of State Ted W. Brown. The
Secretary has asked the "people's help" in registering Ihe over
two million eligible unregistered
unioans by that deadline date.
A spokesperson for the Greene
Countv Board of Elections stated.
"We've never had many irom
Wright State to register." She
noted that for WSU resident
students and residents of nearby
areas, the most convenient registration location is the Fairborn
Public Library. The library will be
open Mondays through Thursdays 10 a.m. - 9 p.m ., and
Fridays and Saturdays 10 a.m. - 6
p.m. for ihat purpose until the
Oct. 7 deadline.
THE POLLING place for residents
of the immediate WSU area is at
the Wright Elementary School on
Funderburg Road.
The same Board of Elections
source characterized turnout as
traditionally
"disappointing.''
with a less than one percent
participation rate for local university communities..

H.mons.
DR. PHILLIPS explained that
Fxpanded Horizons is for two
types of women: "those who have
had no college experience, and
those who started, but for some
reason could not finish. Still, both
have had a break in their education."
Dr. Phillips said that there arc
many anxieties felt by the more
mature woman going to college.
"Some mav feel they don't fit

in with the younger students, or
they're not sure whether they're
college material." she noted. Expanded Horizons was designed to
help these women make the transition to college.
Phillips stated that the women
will be attending special classes,
limited to women in the Expanded Horizons program. "They
have a different set of needs and
being together, they can discuss
them."

This will be the first full year
for Fxpanded Horizons at Wright
State. The pilot program last
spring proved very successful and
many of the participants have
since volunteered in recruiting efforts for this falls' classes.
DR. PHILLIPS can easily relate to
these women's concerns because
she also had a break in her education. She returned So school and
received three degrees: A B.S. in
Psychology, an M.S. in Educa-

tional Psychology, and a doctorate in Counseling Psychology, all
from the University of Tennessee.
Commenting on the program.
Phillips said, " I ' m as enthusiastic
now as I was when v c put it
together, maybe even n.ore so.
We've worked with women and it
works!"
ANYONE WISHING further information about Fxpanded Horizons for Women can call 873-2211
and ask for Carol Phillips.
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Campus congrats
In keeping
WSV's commitment to be everyone's university,
the College of Continuing and Community Education is again
offering its Saturday Morning Enrichment Progrum to area children
from grades kindergarten through eight
We at the Guardian applaud the University for this endeavor to
raise the intellectual awareness of area children.
The most significant course offered in the program is "Reading,
Writing and Speaking in the 7. V. Society " 7he course is designed
to try to show children that there are alternatives to television for
occupying one s time.
In an era when some have said that television is changing our
people from a society c) •MrticipantS to a society of watchers, it is
refreshing to sec educators stressing the basic concept of
commr.nication with the written word.

f\GC C*

worries
The sc-r.c dcscribcd below may be a typical scene: a new
freshman is '.earthing (or his books in the bookstore. After he
looks a; a f' » of the books, you may notice a pale look coming
over his (ace It sou stick around long enough, you may see his
face turn blue as he falls backwards into a book rack.
Yes. you have just witnessed a freshman pass out. What was
the cause? Was the name of the author spelled wrong? Was the
cover gross1' Or was it the price of the book? Yes. it was the cost.
For many years now. the topic of how the cost of education can
be lowered has been discussed. The Daily Guardian feels the
cost of education could be low ered if the students did not nave to
buy books for their courses
Really now! Ho» often does a student use a book?

Guardian looks
at elevator use
After a long lazy summer, it is understandable that many Wright
Suite students find it hard to resume hectic class schedules.
However, laziness on the part ol non-handicapped students and
fat idty can raise problems for the handicapped students.
One of the outstanding problems is the lines that appear at the
elevators because some people Just don t have the energy to walk up
line or two flights of stairs. People in wheelchairs cannot roll up
>iuir> The only way they can gel from o.re floor to the next is to use
the elevators, and they have the same 10 minute time limit between
classes that everyone else has. If they have to wait for 10 minutes to
get on the elei ator, then they obviously cannot make it to class on
time.
This is not to say that people with heart conditions and other
ailments who nerd this convenience should not use it. By all means,
it is there for all who need it. However, the key word is need. A
quick cup of coffee between classes is not need. Put a lid on it and
walk.
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WSU frats cry "Go Greek
BY JOHN SALYER
Guardian Associate Editor
With the beginning of a new school year,
WSU students arc again being confronted with
the battle cry that strikes fear into the heart of
the student body. The battle cry is. of course.
"Go Greek." And the fear it incurs is a fear of a
slow painful death, from boredom.
Once again, the hallowed halls of this academic institution arc being decorated with
colorful banners urging students to cast off the
shroud of their boring, meaningless, existences
and join up.
For those new students arriving on campus
this fall, perhaps 1 should explain just exactly
what I'm talking about. I refer of course to the
Greek fraternities and sororities that abound on
campus.
Some of the Greek members on campus seem
to be up in arms about the image of fraternities
projected by the National Lampoon's new movie
Animal House. They claim they do more than
just party all the time but a former fraternity
pledgee and member of the Guardian statt
informs me that not all of the frats party
continuously, only the better ones.
In ali fairness, the Greek organizations do list
among their activities certain philanthropic
endeavors that serve the dual purpose of
lending some degree of help to their fellow man.,
and soothing their guilty consciences.
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Any discussion of fraternities and sororities
must eventually come to the most perplexing
question of aJI:WHY FRATERNITIES?
There seems to be little need to search very
far for the answer to this question. The Greek
organizations exist primarily as a repository for
those people who are infected with the oldest of
human needs: the need to belong.
As social clubs, the Greeks function well by
organizing activities designed to facilitate social
intercourse among students who need someone
to organize their social lives for them. Some of
us do not have this need.

To what is no doubt the great dismay of somt
Greeks, the influence of frats on the WSL'
campus has never really been appreciable. This
is probably due to the very small number of
resident students on campus. Since mosi of us
live off campus, or have social lives centered off
campus, »c have no need or desire to join any of
these most highly esteemed organizations.
About the best thing that can be said of the
Greeks, is that they are basically harmless, and
do satisfy the needs of some students. They also
paint the rock near Colonel Glenn highway every
year, which is no doubt a substantial contribution to the Universitv.
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Tim Curry

" I wanted to make the first Ip a calling card"
Br R. L. METCAU
Guardian Mualc Writer

talents. He portrayed Shakespeare from age 25 to 55 in a

Tim Curry is not particularly
interested in being easily identified or categorized.
Both a singer and an actor.
Curry has already established
himself as a man of varied

six-hour BBC series, appeared in
Hair, played a dadaist poet and
sculptor in Tom Stoppard's Tonywinning Travesties, and starred
as the flamboyant transvestite
Frank N. Furter in Rocky Horror
Picture Show.

CURRY HAS just as successfully avoided creating an image for
himself with his first solo album.
READ MY" UPS.
"Most record companies' policy is to define a performer's style
in his fine album," stated Curry
in a recent phone interview. "1
was ansious not to do that, linlike
most singers. 1 have not spent a
lot of time on the road to estabiish
a style, i wanted to make the first
lp a calling card. It says those are
the kinds of music I enjoy
listening to and singing. It establishes a broad base of style."
With the album hardly a month
old. most Americans know Curry
primarily from Rocky Horror Picture Show, which commands a
fevered cult of followers in many
U.S. cities (including Dayton,
where the film plays every Friday
and Sunday night at midnight at
the Art Theatre!. Yet Curry isn't
concerned.
••THERE'S .NO POINT in worrying about that. If you worry
about being a typecast, you will
be. I've played a few gigs here in
L.A., and no one's said, 'Where
arc the knickers and the stockings?' "
Why does Rocky attract such a
fanatical corps of devotees?

"ReadMy Lips" emphasizes wit
BY R.L. METCALF
Guardian Mutlc Writer
Forget his role as an outrageous extraterrestrial transvestite in
Rocky Horror Picture Show—Tim
Curry has proved with his debut
album, READ MY UPS, that he
is above typecasting.
None of the nine songs here is
anything like any of the tunes he
performed as Dr. Frank N. Furter. Not only that; none of the
nine songs here is anything like
the other eight songs. Curry tackles reggae, heavy metal, the
blues. Scottish folk music, and
other styles with flair, exuberance, and above all. wit,
EACH SONG is a hilarious
send-up of a musical style, whether currently in vogue or popular in
years past. Yet the album is not
merely a collection of parodies.
Thanks to the songwriting talents
of Joni Mitchell. Bacharach-David. Irving Berlin. Roy Wood and
Lennon-McCartney; the support
of session players Dick Wagner,
Lee Michaels, Nils lofgren. and
the Regimental Pipers and Drums
of the 48th Highlanders of Canada. to name a few; and the dramatically heartfelt vocals of Curry,
each track is a musically solid
example of the style it attempts to
reproduce, and can be enjoyed as
music as well as humor.
For example, the classic Anyone Who Hod a Hean is «iven a
heavily orchestrated, Wagnerian
(in n-ore ways than one, considering the presence of guiurttst Dick
Wagner, who happens U be l
descendant of THE Richard Wag-

ner) sound, and Cutry out Tom
Joneses Tom Jones. Yet it works.
It may be overblown, but it's
sincere.
Both Irving Berlin's Harlem on
my Mind and Scottish epic Wake
Nicodemus arc given r.ew rock
settings, yet retain '.he flavor of
their original styles.
LENNON AND McCartney s /
Will is totally transformed into a
delightful reggae romp, and Joni
Mitchell's All I Want is arranged
as an exhilarating rocker with
lyric changes ("1 want to knit you
a sweater" becomes "I want a
hand up your sweater") complementing the change in mood.
Roy Wood's Brontosaurus is
performed with appropriately Neanderthal arrangement and subhuman vocals. It all adds up to
what another local critic has
labeled "turgid heavy metal."

but w ith a sense of humor lacking
in most of the genre.
Tne best song of the album is
Alan, written by Tony Kosinec.
one of the session players. It is a
boozey, tender ballad about
friendship. Alan is quite misunderstood by people who "think
they understand—" croons Curry
—"They know that you're loaded
and you're crazy and they think
you're stupid." It turns out that
"the problem with the world is
they don't know that you're a
writer." The humor lies in the ly-1
rics. so Curry performs this tune
with more subtlety than the
others. The combination of sensitivity and wit makes this track a
standout.
CURRY HIMSELF has called
READ MY UPS "a pushy album," an accurate appraisal. It
attempts quite a lot—and succeeds.

FREE
C A T A I O G of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
Over 10.000 listings! All subjects
Send NOW for this FREE catalog
(offer expires Dec 31,1978)

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 30073

"I'm not entirely sure." he
said. "Perhaps because it's a
celebration People can have a
party to thai movie. If it has any
message at ali. it's 'don't dream
it. be it.' It's also the first
audience participation movie.
People can talk back to the
screen. Sometimes what they say
is better than the movie dialogue," laughed Curry. "Those
are the kind of barriers I long to
break down. If people get up and
dance, do the Time Warp in the
aisles, that's terrific."
THE QUALITY which makes
the film so popular is one that
Curry values in his own work.
"The main thing about the album
was to enjoy myself, to celebrate." The Ip not only celebrates
various musical styles, it pokes a
bit of fun at them. too. "Humor is
vital to everything I do."
About his starring role in "The
Life of Shakespeare." Curry said,
"It was a huge challenge for me; I
aged from 25 to 55 over the six
episodes. Little is known about
Shakespeare's life, so it's mostly
conjecture. It was made with
heavy production values-it was
cofinanced by ABC, so it should
be shown on American television

too. They rebuilt the Globe Theatre for the show, and they filmed
a lot in the English countryside.
It's going to be beautiful to look
it."

Novs that READ MY UPS has
launched Curry cn a singing
career-a career which he postponed for several years in order to
become established as an actorI c feels that there is nothing he
wishes ;o do which remains
unaccomplished.
"THE RECORD was the last
bastion to fall. I've worked in all
the media 1 want to-now it's just
a question of getting better at
them all. and to keep the freedom
to move between them."
Of all the projects Curry has
undertaken, he has no favorites.
" I enjoy things in different
ways. Rocky was certainly the
most fun. Travesties on Broadway
was very ha-J. Stoddard writes
lone cu.apiicated lines: intellectual rather than emotional interaction. It was quite a challenge.
But starting a career as a singer..." A note of satisfaction crept
into his voice. "I got a great
charge out of it. I wanted it to be a
celebration, and it is. It's been
worth the wait."

GEAR U P FOR F A L L

love & the
great outdoors
Quality outdoor clothing
for men and women.
Backpacking, climbing gear,
8c cross country ski
rentals 8c sales, too.
215 Xenla Ave.
Y e l t o « Springs, Ohio
Moo-Sat
IOIM-S.JO

Fri tfl 8

Sun 12-4

DISCOUNT CALCULATORS
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
S49.95
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9495
I I 58 Adv programmable
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Tl 59 Card programmable
PC 100A Printer lor 58.59
149 95
47.95
PR0GRMR H«x3decimal
DatiChron Calcalarm/timer
39.95
24.95
Bus. Analyst Financial
MBA Advanced finarnal . .
57 95
*4 95
TI-25 Slim Scientific
Tl 30 Scientific
15.95
21 95
SR 40 Scientific
TI-55 Statistics/Scientific
39.95

58/59 Modules

29.95

HEWLETT
MP I9C. $219 95
HP29C
139 95
HP 67.
359 95
HP 92 . 399.95
HP 97
599.95
67/97 Pacs 29 95

PACKARD
HP31E . $49 95
HP32E
65 95
HP33S.
. 82.95
HP37E
61.95
HP38E
. 98 95
(40 days for 32,
$5.00 Ritoate on T I 5 7
Coupon tent with Calculator
37. 38)
FAST M t.lvm
1 GIARA % 1FMY Use cert,t,ed check or money order
• m l we Mill ship within 24 hours Add S2 75 shipping charge C*l'< resi
dents add 6% ta> (Visa and MC accepter! on all orders. 3% surcharge on
HP) AH units brand new in factory cartons, complete
standard accessories and full yea' wananty
Credit Card Orders
ORDER T O I L FREE
1 800^421 8 8 1 9
(outside CA. AK, Mil
For technical info
. Call (213) 744 t444

tam'5
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Serving Students Seed\
Since II4?

TAM'SOEPT ]()1|
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New M.B.A. program for College of Liberal Arts
BY DORIAN VIOLIN
Guardian Staff Writer
A brand new program for the
business minded liberal arts student is being offered this quarter
which will enable undergraduate
students in the College of Liberal
Arts to use their free elective* to
work toward an M.B.A.
According to Clare Lipton. academic advisor to the College of
Liberal Arts, this is not a new
major program. The student will
major in one of the Liberal Arts
subjects, and use his free elective
credits to take the business

tee. Once again, it is not a new
major, but an integrated program
combining liberal arts and the
undergraduate business core."
"We've had students over the
years express a desire for this
type of a program." he continued.
"IT VERY definitely was a cooperative effort Between the two
colleges. This is an approach
we'd like to foster to make the
University of greater service to
the students." Lipton added.
"The enrollment at the present

gram and earn an M.B.A after an
additional (fifth) year of successful full-time study.
Paul Morriam. associate dean to
the College of Liberal Arts said
that the program, "provides the
student with enough credits in
buiincss to apply for a graduate
program. "
"WE'VE WORKED out a nice
agreement with the school of
business. Wt started discussing
this with them two years ago. It
was approved last spring quarter
by the college curriculum commit-

courses that prepare him for the
M.B.A., program.
"IT'S A GOOD answer for the
Liberal Arts student whose father
tells him he will never get a job,"
said Lipton.
Since most degree programs
have 40 or more hours of free
electives. the student can use
these elective hours for ihe professional business courses. Normally. after completing the undergraduate program, the student with an adequate Admission
lnde« should complete his pro-

time is low because the brochure
has only been out a few weeks,"
Lipton noted. If a student is
interested in the program, he
should go to Lipton's office at
West 468 Millett Hall.
"We have a combination enrollment-check sheet," explained
Lipton. "After the student has
filled it out he takes it to his major
department where it is kept on
file." Every business course to be
•aken is listed on the check sheet,
and S'ill be marked off when the
student iiss completed it.

Lab for student with writing problems to be offered
BY DORIAN VIOLIN
Gufcrdlrn SUfl Writer
A writing lab is being held for
the firs! lime this year in conjunction with ihe English Department
and the Office of Developmental
Education.
r ' l purpose of the lab is to
!>erve studei:*s enrolled in the
Supplementary Writing Skills
Program, and other students on
campus who m;y have writing
deficiencies.

Classifieds
HELP WANTED: Waitresses
must be 21. Apply in person:
The Oregon Express. ,1,16 F.
FOR SALE: One black vinyl II Fifth Si. x-9-20-2
swivei-rocker and one black re- ji
diner. $25 each. Contact Bob at IS
42*1.1707. ' , |5,

HEY WRIGHT Stale women.
Are you looking for fun. exciteinent. friends, men?!! Go
Greek! Sign up al the Rush
Tables. 9-15

For Sale

|<T0 VW EASTback rebuill
engine, new clutch, new maslet cylinder mulflcr and more.
1900 277-3678 9 1*.
FOR.SALE: Odessa Acoustic
Gu'lar with six steel slrings.
Brand new. Price includes
cns« 426-1566. 9-20
FOR SAI E: 197ft CB300T Honda - 2700 miles • excellent
condition. $800. Call 426-1566.
'I 20.
FOR SALE: 26" 10-speed bicvcle. Like new. 426-1566. 9 20
FUN IN I HE FALl. 1972 MG
Midget. Runs Wcll--Low mileage. 1400. Call 275-2019. 9-19.

Help Wanted
GRADUATE Student with library experience wants work.
Will inventory privale book
collections. References furnished. Call B W Blodgctt,
254-9613. 9 15
PROFESSORS loaded down
with papers to correct? Student will grade then all for
minimum wage. No math or
science please. Contact Dori al
426-9231 evenings, or mailbox
no. C219. 9-19.

For Rent

ROOMMATE WANTED: Female
who's responsible and likes chil l;
dren. Call 878-0022 between 10and 11 p.m. 915.
FEMALE housemate needed
lo share house, with 2 other
females. Private/furnished
bedroom and use of washer.
S75 per month is all you pay.
Susie: 294 ,1090. 9-15

WANTED: need garage to
store car for winter months.
Call Tom at 278-1804 9-5
DON'T FORGE! ihe firs! ICC
meeting: Wednesday. Sept. 20
al 3 p.m. in room 041 UC. See
vou I here 9. I S

Mbc.
WANTED: need garage to
store car for winter months.
Call 278-1804. 9-19.

WINNERS OF a windbreaker
or T-shirt from University
Centre Board (UCB) include:
David Vermeuel. Teresa Ishmael. Bob Weaver. Melissa
Scandrick. Don Tracy. Jodi Lubingo. Leslie Jaffe. Kim Wi
Icy. Dana Fanning. Sue
Whipp, Ema Cochmor. and
Mike Garvcv! Y'all drop into
022
U.C. (Activities office) and
|
see Doris about you prize!
Deb. S.E.Ch. 9-70
REWARD: For information
concerning stolen property
| One rear wheel af girl's 10speed bike. Stolen last Wednesday from bike rack lower
level PE BUlg. Please Call
426-2392. 9-19.

GET READY for a fun and 'el
ji citing time al Oct. Daze. Friday.'
Oct. 6. Bands include "Sunnu- j
i va." "Kros-Fyre." and "Eric,;
Bill and Roscoe." 9-15.
RIDERS NEEDED to drive and
share expenses to Houston Texas.
Sept. I. Call Bud 873-2090. 9-15.
REWARD: for information
concerning stolen property.
licm back wheel of girl's 19
speed bike laken from bike
rack located al the lower level
entrance lo ihe PE building.
Call 426-2392 or leave mes
sage in mail box E42. 9-15
TO ANYONE who is interested
in joining Spanish club, there
will be a veeling Wednesday,
September 27, in 118 Millett.
9-19
|| RIDE NEEDED to Antioch
College twice a week for Fall
quarter. Please contact Bill
Mittak at 873-2853 (414 Hamilton Hall). 9 15

FOR RENT: Share large, nice,
farmhouse in the country neari
Yellow Springs. Good people and
reasonable rent. Call 224-3935
(ask for Lynda) between 9 and 5 'i
or 767 1158 after 5. 9-1S.
FOR RENT: Wanted: rcsponsibleii
person to share. 20 min. from!
WSU. The rent. $115 per month, i,
includes food, private room, plusji
utilities. For more information |i
phone 275-9250. 9-15.
CHRISTIAN ROOM mate wan
ted: Serious-minded bornagain female wants same for
roommate. No loud music. No
pets. References Call Nina
275-9971. 9-15

encies they or their instructor
may recognize. This means that a
student can either voluntarily request tutorial services from the
lab. or any course instructor may
require the student to obtain
services from the lab for whatever
duration all concerned feel is
necessary."
FOR MOST STUDY skills students. initial emphasis will be
placed on organization, grammar,
word usage, spelling, punctua-

"It's not a class: not a classroom
setting. It consists of a onc-onone tutorial setting," she said.
"Before a student can get started. he must obtain a tutee information form which attempts to
identify the initial writing deficiency so that the tutor can begin
helping the tutee in the first
session."
Boyd noted that the primary
purpose of the lab is "to assist
students with any writing defici-

ROBERTA BOYD director of
the writing laboratory, explained,
"We have an obligation to first of
all serve students enrolled in the
Supplementary Writing Skills
Program, and then to any students enrolled in any freshman
English courses. Our services are
also available to any student in
the University who may feel he
has a writing deficiency."
Boyd explained that the lab is
not a typical classroom situation.

LOST: 1 Blue spiral notebook,
with important papers inside.
Papers have the name Richard
Dee Blair on them. Reward.
Call 879 2607 or 224-6481.9-20

j

WANTED: Used small American car. Automatic. 75, 76, or
77. Call 258-0070. 9-19.

Personals
ZTA's Zing 'em Zcta's! Much
good luck al Rush! Love.
KAPPAs. 9-15

PARTY! Party with the best.
\ Go Greek al Wrighi Stale! 9 15
;
:

PHI MU'S. Lei's hear it for
Lad. Bugs! Have a great Rush
you guys! The ladybugs of
Kappa Delta Chi. 9-15
BJ: YOU'll make a great "one
of them." 1 know you'll love
being Greek! Congratulations!
Love, JD. 9-15

tion, and sentence structure.
The lab, which is partially
federally funded, will last all
year. Students will not receive a
grade.
If a student wishes to participate in the laboratory experience,
he should go to 247 Millett Hall
and fill out an information form.
He will then be matched up with
the tutor who can best fulfill his
needs, and a time will be set up to
begin the session.
TO MY BROTHER - "The Kid Welcome to WSU! I'm glad you
made it and I wish you all the
best, now and always. Your
Wookie sidekick. Chew Bacca
9-15.
MARK LEETHY: You did a
great job on Ihe CGA float and
all the Greeks really appreciate il! May Dolly Parton and
her pogo stick always keep you
companv. 9-15
TO THE "Firemen" Hey way
to go guys! Al least now il ey
j can read our letters when we
j paint it! Yea from all of us!
Connie. Lisa and Gang. 9-15

!

FROSH GUYS and gals, from
toga parties to food fights to
paper airplane wars. G.eek is
Ihe way to go! 9-15

j
j WELCOME BACK Turk!"
You're looking great! You
finally got smart!!! Lei's celebrate. Your "Male"man! 9-19
HEY FROSH. go Greek!
Greeks are/have more fun.
9-15
TERRY BURNS: Good Luck on
the sub-caucus idea. It is
Dynamite! The gang. 9-19.
Miscellaneous:
TO THE SURFER: I goi a
wave lhal will wash you out
Myrtle Surfer. 9-15
TO ALL GREEKS who helped
build Ihe award w inning float:
Thanks for all your help and
support. G.M. 9-19
82: Now lhal you're a G R c t K
I hope il brings you everything
thai you warn. Myrtle. 9-19.
ANGEL-was it Dan or Gregg?

YF. DZ's, Smile pretty girls!
Good luck with rush! Kappa
love. 9-15
PHI Taus: Lots of love and luck
with Rush guysl If you need
any help just let us know.
(After all WE know who's the
best frat on campus!) Love,
your Ml* Sisters. 9-15

TO MARK LEETHY: You did
a fantastic job on the award
winning float Keep up the
good work. 9-19.
TO: SOCCER PLAYERS. Good
Luck with your upcoming season and show those other
teams who #1 is. Your Manager. 9-19.
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BY R.L. METCALF
GiCaniUn Muik Writer

So you want to be a star"

"WANTED: POEMS TO SET TO MUSIC . .
These ads, generally found in the back pages
of music publications such as Rolling Stone and
Crawdaddy, may have stirred within you dreams
of being the next Bernie Taupin. Hal David. Tim
Rice, or Carol Bayer Sager. You just know that
you could make money hand over fist, if you
could only Find yourself an Elton John. Burt
Bacharach. Andrew Lloyd Webber, or Marvin
Hamlisch (Peter Allen, Melissa Manchester,
Leo Sayer . . maybe you prefer to flit about
like Ms. Sager).
LOCAL LYRICIST Blythe Elaine Winston
shares this greed—er. dream. Oh. all rigb'—1
admit it. I quite cleverly posed as the nonexistent Blythe Elaine, mailing a letter and lyric
of my own invention—both brilliantly brainless,
if I do say so myself—to two firms which had
placed ads similar to the above in Rolling
Stone. Soi'n ietter and lyric are reproduced
be'.cw:
"D<;ar sir or ma'am:
I saw your ad in the Rolling Stone magazine,
and I thought I would sent you some lyrics I
made up. It U my first song, but my teachers say
my poems Jiow a lot of insight for my age. and
my friends all ask me to write my poems in their
yearbooks. f*le*se tell .Tie what you think.
P S. li's supposed 'o be a disco song."
EXPRESSWAY BOOGIE
(Spoken): breaker breaker, baby, I need your
lovin'
Wh.n ihe rush hour comes each day at five
I know that soon I'll come alive
If that traffic jams, well, I don't stew
I just get on my CB and talk to you
Breaker, breaker, foxy lady
1 need your love tonight
Just one big 10-4 from your sweet lips
Will make it all so right

Don't shut me off, don't make me blue
Oh can't you see how I love yau
If it's love you need, I got plenty
Let's meet tonight at your 10-20
Breaker, breaker, fox lady
1 need your love tonight
Just one big 10-4 from your sweet lips
Will make it all so right
Both firms responded within a week, both
deeming my lyric "very worthy" of being
foisted upon an unsuspecting radio audience.
The cost of having it foisted and how it would be
foisted, however, vary between the two.
Company A offers a hand prepared lead sheet
(with an alternate melody provided at no charge
if you don't like the first), copyright forms, and a
list of music publishers within 30 days after they
receive $45.
CO. A IS authorized to neogtiatc with potential buyers, but does not guarantee that the
song will bring any financial gain. You as lyricist
retain all rights to the song, agreeing to pay A
10 percent of any royalties, if any. There is a
possibility that your song may be featured on a
Company Asponsored radio program which
showcases some of their best collaborations
If you wish a demonstration record of your
song, an additional $45 will secure a cassette
recording performed by "a professional singer
and combo." Some of the writers, musicians,
and singers used, proclaim the ads. have had hit
songs or have appeared on national television.
Company B promises to present your song in
a different way from A. No lead sheets arc used.
You may choose between an $89.95 demo, which
includes the cost of the arrangement, five session musicians, studio time, a professional
singer, and one copy, either record or reel-toreel tane, or a low budget plan with one singer
with a one-instrument accompaniment. The
name of your collaborator and the singer who

will record is stated before you sign a contract or
send any money.
CO. B IS permitted to negotiate the sale of
songs, but you remain free to submit your own
demo copy toother markets. Your collaborator is
credited as one of the composers, and is to be
given 50 percent of any royalties. As with Co. A,
there is no guarantee that the song will sell or be
successful.
Both companies allow payments in installments determined by the lyrHst. Both reserve
the right to change lyrics if n is deemed
necessary to improve the song's musical setting
Both songwriting firms I contacted were
located in Nashville, and it may be that the firms
you will contact, should you decide to try
songwriting by mail, will specialize in a
particular sound. 1 am wary of a Nashville firm's
offer to produce my (Blythe Elaine's) disco
masterpiece (despite the growing "discofication" of country music). It would seem wise to
search for a firm which would produce an ar
rangement more along the lines that you have in
mind.
A KNOWLEDGEABLE source advises hopeful
lyricists to protect their work before sending
them anywhere.
"To get a legitimate temporary copyright you
can write the lyrics out. put them in an envelope
and mail them to yourself. Don't open it. The
postmark is the copyright."
So there is a general view of what happens
when you mail off your lyrics to one of those
places that are just crying out for lyrics to make
into hit singles. Perhaps it will help you decide
whether or not to risk a partnership with one of
these companies.
FOR MY MONEY, I think I'll go with
Company B. For only $2 extra. 1 can get an
autographed picture of their premier recording
artist, along with his latest record. That is what I
call an opportunity.

«•
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Dancing students to see floor pulled out
BY DORIAN VIOLIN
Guardian Staff Writer
Within the next two weeks.
Wright State dancing students
w ill see the old floor in the dance
room of the P.E. building replaced by a new and better one.
"It'r. not finished yet. and that
puts us in a bind." said Eric
Nielsen, dance coordinator at
WSU.
Nielsen explained that the floor
was orginally composed of wood
underlain by cement. This left no
resilience for dancers, who have
had problems due to the handness of the floor.
THE NEW floor, which is
gymnasium size, will serve the

needs of dancing students more
effectively than the old one,
Nielson explained.
It is raised on spearate springs
with plywood, and has a maplewood top. The workers will not
varnish it as is done with a
gymansium floor, but will put a
coat of scaler on it to make a
smoother surface, he noted.
Other changes will also be
made in the room. According to
Nielsen, beginning this quarter, a
divider will be put up in the room,
allowing two classes to be held at
one time.
The project, costing $30,000.
was started July 18. There had
been a delay in the delivery of the

wood until Aug. 28. As the floor is
not yet completed,.Nielsen said
that they are trying to "hold

classes outdoors and have Icc-

Your t i m e i n any of t h e s e r v i c e s c o u n t s a s c o n s t r u c t i v e
c r e d i t f o r t h e f i r s t two y e a r s of Ar:..y RGTC. Vh^t Makes you
e l i g i b l e f o r t h e Advanced C o u r s e . There a r e s e v e r a l r e a s o n s
why t h a t can be a gooc d e a l .
For ope..ers„ you g e t $100 a
tr.onth w h i l e you t a k e Advanced RGTC, i n a d d i t i o n t o a l l your
VA e d u c a t i o n b e n e f i t s . You e a r n your d e g r e e and your comm i s s i o n a t the same t i m e .

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

£> plasma alliance a*-""
Alliance, lac., 165 Helena Street, Dayton, OH 45404

Genera' Anathesia
Finest Medical Care
Available Toll Free 9-9
I -800-438-8039

Did you know tiiaC a s a v e t e r a n r e t u r n i n g t o c o l l e g e
you have a l r e a d y completed t h e f i r s t two y e a r s of Array R0TC7

So why d o n ' t you c h e c k i n t o i t ?
what i t t a k e s t o l e a d .

Bonus for t*»t tim* donors with this ad.

5

Army R0TC.

Learn

Army ROTC a t 873-2763 or v i s i t
us a t 182 P h y s i c a l E d u c a t i o n R l d f .
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Ali-Spinks match a crowd teaser

BY J.F.CARROLL
G u H l u Sport* Editor
Is today's Heavywieght boxing
a tease?
After watching the Ali-Spinks
match Friday night. I would say
definitely yes.
Although Ali took the match
10-4-1. 10-4-1, 11-4, there was
little ••rear 1 fighting in the entire
15 rounds.
Perhaps 1 should clarify what is
meant by "rear" fighting. I was
x) young to develop an interest
in heavyweight boxing when it
was a genuine sport, but I have
seen some videotapes of matches
which included genuine heavyweight fighters.
These fighters are men like
Jac* Johnson, 1808; Joe Lewis,
1937; Jack Dempsev. 1919- tr.i
Rocky Marciano. 1952. These

men knew how and when to land
hard punches, devastating clips,
and sometimes a knock-cut. They

Today Ali is 36 and w-lghs in at
221. When he was defeated by
Spinks he was no longer the lean,

SPORTS SCOPE
were lean, bard, and determined.
They were "real" fighters.
1 cannot in all honesty say that
Muhammed Ali was never a "real
fighter. When he was Cassius
Clay, weighing in a! 210, an-1 only
22 years old. he floored Sonny
Lis tor. He was a great fighter
then, and continued to be for a
few years after hit return in 1970.
However. Ali was never as skillful
as Muhammed. as he was when
he was Cassius Clay.

hard fighter people saw in '64.
Friday's match was taken by Ali,
but he was matched by a fighter
with little knowledge of strategic
moves and pro-boxing defense.
Spinks is a sloppy, inexperienced fighter. Ali should realize
that he can try to fool all of the
people some of the time, but
realize they see most of his fancy
foot work as done purely for
appearance's sake.
Ali was tired by the ninth, and

Spinks was a loser from the fifth.
The one is too old. the other is an
Olympic bull who feels the most
effective way to fight is to swing
and maul, and swing again,
hoping one lucky punch will land.
1 think fights should be a test of
strength and wit on the part of
two fighters who have competed
and earned their place at the top.
Spinks reached the top by defeating a swaggering Ali who forgot
that he could still be defeated.
At this point in time. Ali has a
monopoly on the fighting market.
Only when he decides to retire or
compete against a "real" fighter
will the boxing ring once again
deserve credit as a place to find
active sports competition.
And then there's the motive of
being the first man to gain back
the title a third time. There is a

chance Ali made a dive against
Spinks to be able to do this.
As for it being a tease, look at
the crowd which turned up at the
match, and look at the way they
swarmed around Ali to touch him
as if he were a golden idol. Well,
for some he is an idol, but the
gold is tarnished.
Ali is a marketable commodity.
He brings in bets for Vegas, and
his poems make f««»stic backdrops for commercials 1 have to
admit Ali is a colorful figure. He
cuts a fine appearance, is softspoken in serious issues, and a
dedicated family man. His fault is
that he does not know when to
retire from the ring.
The only final thing I can say is
that if Ali had been pitted against
Joe Frazier. who sang the national anthem, he would have lost.

Ten mile Alumni Assoc. race upcoming in Sept.
RICK JOHNSON
Guardian Special Writer
The Wright State Alumni Association Distance Race, to be
held Sunday. September 24. will
serve the dual purpose of preparing runners for the Rivet
Corridor Classic race,while benefiting both the Alumni Association and the cross country team
According to Pat Moran. director of Alumni Affairs, the race
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is being held at 2 p.m. so it "will
be consistant with the Dayton
Corridor Race. " Moran explained
that although 2 p.m. could be a
very hot time of day to run. it was
chosen to prepare runners for the
race to be held in Dayton three
weeks later at the same time, and
over a similar course. The Alumni
race will be equipped with "watering stations, and hosed downed
areas" to keep runners cool, plus
"the cooperation of the medical

school" for any emergencies.
MOHAN REMARKED that the
fund raising committee of the
Alumni Association looked at last
year's River Corridor Classic
race, and thought it would be a
good fund-raising activity. When
asked how it would benefit Alumni Association activities and the
Cross Country Team, he replied
that there is a "cash gift, and a
"Teacher's excellence' award, bestowed upon outstanding profes-

sors for teaching excellence." In
addition, the Association wanted
to give assistance to the Cross
Country team, which has produced two local All-Americans. John
Schul and Gary Loc.
"We hope this will be an annual event, so that runners can
get in shape for the Stouffers race
River Corridor Classic." Moran
said. "We will be hutting this
summer." he added, "because of
races being held in New Carlisle

anc! at Ohio State o.. the same
day. And WHIO is sponsoring
one a week later."

RUNNERS WILL follow an
established course which begins
in the K-lot. snakes around the
campus, and ends back at the
K-Lot. Runners will follow the
course twice in order to run the
required ten miles and time will
be called every mile
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Earn up to SlOO a month
as a plasma donor.
CALL US TODAY
for more information:

Alpha-Therapeutic
formerly Abbott Plasma Centers.

223-0424
844 S. Patterson Blvd. Dayton.
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